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Stop Online Piracy Act Introduced in House to Combat Copyright Infringement 
By Keli Johnson 
After the PROTECT IP Act recently stalled in the Senate, House Representatives introduced a similar bill entitled The Stop 
Online Piracy Act (SOPA) on October 26, 2011. PROTECT IP was designed to target web entitled The Stop Online Piracy 
Act (SOPA) on October 26, 2011. PROTECT IP was designed to target web sites that are hosted outside of the United 
States and that are engaged in the unauthorized sharing or distribution of copyrighted material. 

SOPA outlines three significant changes to copyright enforcement:  

1. Authority to Block Websites Allegedly Hosting Copyrighted Materials. SOPA is similar to the previously 
proposed Senate bill, in that, if passed, it would authorize U.S. government officials to block foreign websites 
engaging in online copyright infringement. House Representatives claim the bill does not purport to alter 
existing copyright-infringement laws related to online copyrights or software piracy and say that it is designed to 
work in tandem with the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA), which offers remedies for copyright holders 
seeking to remove their copyrighted material from websites.  However, critics claim SOPA circumvents the 
DMCA by effectively shutting down websites without notice upon suspicion of copyright infringement. 
 

2. Immunity For Third Parties That Ban Websites. Internet service providers that voluntarily block websites based 
on copyright-related claims would enjoy safe harbor under SOPA from certain claims related to those actions. 
PayPal notably has refused to work in the past with sites suspected of copyright infringement.  
 

3. Payment Services Web Sites May Be Ordered to Ban Other Web Sites. While SOPA grants a degree of immunity 
for payment sites that take voluntary action against suspected copyright infringers, it also provides that such 
sites may be ordered by government authorities to cease providing services in connection with site operators 
suspected of copyright infringement.  

SOPA may have wide-reaching implications for website operators engaging in hosting or distributing materials that could 
be implicated by copyright-related claims. It will be interesting to see whether this bill survives past a vote in the House. 

A copy of the introduced bill is available here.  

 

About the author Keli Johnson: 

As an associate attorney at Scott & Scott, LLP, Keli is primarily focused on software licensing 
and copyright infringement matters. She advises clients in a variety of industries to ensure 
compliance with software licenses and develop strategies for maximizing the value of 
software licenses.  
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